THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
Cases where   strictly tabooed, may be temporarily permitted. It seems to be
brother-sister^ pretty  generally   agreed   among   anthropologists   that   these
mCperm!tteden occasions are  of  the  nature  of  reversions  to a condition of
affairs that was once comparatively frequent, if not indeed quite
general1.   There  are in fact  numerous  indications  that  such
brother-sister connections were,   among certain peoples at any
rate, the rule rather than the exception. H. L. Morgan, to whose
credit lies  the discover}' of the so-called classificatory system
of relationship,   thinks  indeed that a group marriage between
own brothers and  sisters was the  earliest kind of restriction
upon absolute  promiscuity and  constituted  the  basis  of  the
oldest form of the human family3. The evidence for the really
primitive character of any such family has been seriously dis-
puted in more recent writingss; but the frequent occurrence of
temporary   or   permanent,  brother-sister   unions   among   both
primitive and more advanced peoples would seem to be beyond
dispute. Thus the incest of brother and sister is said to be, or
to have been, common among the Antambahoaka of South East
Madagascar4, among many tribes of Brazil8, in Cali6 (Colombia),
Tenasserim7  (Burma),  Mexico8 and many other places.   The
ancient Persians seem  to have permitted incest of this kind,
though Herodotus remarks with  reference to the marriage of
Cambyses to his sister that this was not a usual procedure9.
In Egypt,   however,   such connections were not only admitted
but approved, marriage between brother and sister being there
regarded   as   the   "best   of   marriages"   and   acquiring    'an
ineffable degree of sanctity when the brother and sister who
contracted it were themselves born of a brother and sister,
who had in their turn also sprung from a union of the same
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